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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.3.14 

 

General 

 ÖBRN-8N3DNS - The Start page component Overdue invoices also displayed overdue zero invoices which 
could give many unnecessary rows in the component and be unreliable because these invoices shall not be 
paid. 

 SSTG-8U7A7C - The Start Page Component Invoicing Log did not make any difference on the settings 
"Current week" or "7 days back". The Component always displayed "7 days back". 

 SSTG-8UMGAC - Find-as-you-Type (FayT) Parts incorrectly appeared in the field Category in various 
procedures. 

 ÖBRN-8Y4CAV - The start page component Ledger info also displayed zero invoices which can be unreliable 
when you since you don’t pay any zero invoices. 

 JLIN-8Y9BBC - If you copied a Part with staggered prices by using Save as… in the Update Part – 
Inventory procedure, the staggered prices was not always displayed for the new Part in all procedures. 

 AFOG-8ZSCER - If the field Partial delivery no. was blanked out in the Save as… window in the Register 
Quote and Register Inquiry procedures, MONITOR was locked by a control of Partial delivery no. and a 
warning message indicating Incorrect value. 

 SOLN-8ZUGY5 - News: Now a relative path to the folder "Extfiles" will be used for e-mails for the CRM - 
Customer Relationship Management and SRM - Supplier Relationship Management. 

 AFOG-92GHZD - Run netting by AutoRuns with the setting "Show a control question before MONITOR is 
closed" without using the supplement MONITOR Agent shut down MONITOR after the completed task. 

 AFOG-92JCQT - The background calculations for the Start page were made even if the Setting "Use start 
page" was unchecked. 

 AFOG-92JELY - News: Now there is a Setting "Time interval for background calculation of start page" to 
select how often different calculations on the Start Page shall be made.  

Manufacturing 

 JLIN-8LRFSB - There was no deduction of Quantity at supplier in the Arrival Reporting - Subcontract 
procedure when you reported rejects. 

 TBOL-8M69X7 - There could be several To stock transactions on Parts in the Arrival Reporting - 
Subcontract procedure if you sorted the list between reportings without saving before the sorting. 

 JLÖR-92HDA7 - It was not always possible to add several Supplier links in the Update Tool procedure. 
This error could only occur in the supplement Tool Management. 

Purchase 

 SSTG-8P5HX7 - Save as… on Purchase orders did not take the users Purchase limits into account, so the 
order got incorrect status. 

 BKNN-8T2F26 - This correction is only made for SEPA payments in Finland: All banks could not handle 
Merged invoices when making payments and the payments did not always become reference payments. 
Now you shall set Merging or not on the button Int. pmt. in the Update Supplier procedure. Some banks 
do not manage Merged payments as reference payments. Depending on which bank the supplier use, you 
might need to change the Merging to separate payments in the file to make sure it will be Reference 
payments. 
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 LREM-8U6K7W - When linking Purchase orders in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure, an error 
message was displayed if you tried to split a row with decimals on the quantity more than one time. The 
message said: Reset the original quantity and re-do the split!. Now you can split the row several times no 
matter decimals on quantity. 

 ÖBRN-8XCJDX - Quantity on Splitted rows did not work in the Import Supplier Invoices procedure. 

 JLIN-8XU9UT - Quantity was not displayed when you made an arrival reporting of an advised part with 

traceability in the Arrival Reporting procedure. 

 BSAN-8YZCEM - Document linking that was made in the Receiving Inspection Reporting procedure 
was not displayed in the Supplier Rating procedure if there was no Comment written. This error could 
only occur in systems with the supplement Document Viewer. 

 LREM-8Z7AXS - MONITOR locked up when making printouts from different ledgers. 

 KFTM-8ZDB4V - Incorrect information was displayed in the Supplier Invoice Log if you selected any of 
the list types Total/week, Total/month, Total/quarter or Total/year. 

 KFTM-8ZKCH5 - The LBI file is adjusted for Polish systems (adaptation 168). 

 CSIG-8ZM9PV - The status on a Purchase Order was changed from "3 Confirmed" to "2 Printed" in the 
Order window tab in the Part Info procedure if the order was printed again. 

 BKNN-8ZUC9A - When adding rows where the balance was affected during linking subcontract orders in the 
Register Supplier Invoice procedure, the cost could be linked to incorrect Manufacturing order. 

Sales 

 KJAN-8S4DST - Order rows with a causing requirement in the Register Customer Order procedure didn’t 
disappear if you deleted the row. 

 LREM-8TXJZZ - The amount including VAT became incorrect when you used Setup price rows in the 
Register Invoices Directly procedure. 

 SSTG-8VVC8M - If you used Property Management with the field Seller as mandatory in the Register 
Customer Order procedure, it was not possible to change Customer to a Customer without registered 
Seller on an existing order. 

 JELA-8YKJVS - When you changed row by using Enter on a saved Customer order in the Register 
Customer Order procedure, the focus was shifted from Price to Discount if you didn’t have the Setting 
"Go to next field with Enter" activated. Now the focus will be shifted between the rows but within the 
column Price. 

 BSAN-8Z78V5 - It was not possible to delete a date in the field Finish date in the Register Quote 
procedure. Now is also a verification of the content made to make sure that it is a date you have entered in 
the field. 

 ÖBRN-8Z7JDU - This error could only occur in systems with Adaptation 320, Warehouse per order row. If 
you had CC=Warehouse on a Sales account and changed warehouse on the order row, the CC was not 
updated to the new warehouse. If you changed order back and forth and looked at the coding, you could 
see the warehouses ID instead of CC. 

 KFTM-8ZTDLF - We have made an improvement in the Print Invoices procedure. If you have a 

Preliminary selection on the screen and at the same time try to deselect Comprehensive invoice on the 
invoice basis, you will be informed that it’s not possible. 

 AFOG-8ZTH2G - SMS advising from the Print Shipping Documents procedure did not work combined 
with the service Posten Expresspaket by Pacsoft/Unifaun. 

 KFTM-8ZUCM6 - If you had Forecast rows (row type 4) on a Customer order, they were printed on the Pro 
Forma Invoice if you used the alternative From cust. order in the Print Pro Forma Invoices procedure. 

 MARN-8ZUKC3 - Available balance on row type 6 did not work if you had text rows linked to the part in the 
Register Customer Order procedure. 
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 BKNN-8ZVDC2 - The date selection could be incorrect in the Accounts Payable/Accounts Receivables 
procedures when you opened them from the Accounts Payable Ledger or the Accounts Receivable 
Ledger procedures. This error could occur if the computer’s date format was another than ISO date 
format. 

 AFOG-8ZYCFA - News: We have implemented a new mandatory field for Pickup time for the Unifaun XML-
format 183 used by DHL in Estonia. 

 MARN-8ZYCLP - There could be incorrect E-mail address for the Transport label in the Delivery Reporting 
procedure if you reported several orders in a row without closing the procedure. 

 FOHN-922A8R - Some combinations of list types and selections in the Order List – Sales procedure had 
lost the Save function. 

 BKNN-922JRG - The Save function did not work in a previous version when you wanted to update 
information in the Invoice Basis procedure, list type Only total classified on Order number. 

 BKNN-924AZX - Now the row types 1 and 2 will be displayed separately for all list types and all 
classifications in the Invoicing Log. 

 FOHN-924C5T - An error could occur in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure if a Customer 
code also existed as a Customer code EDI. 

 KFTM-928B6W - If you used the Payment Matching procedure to match payments, the payment method 
always became BG even if it was a PG payment. 

 SSÖG-928LEW - The Requested period became incorrect on Customer orders when you used deduction for 
transport time and used the function "Split row" in the Import EDI Orders procedure. 

 JLIN-92BHHX - The part number was hidden in the Order List – Sales procedure with the list type 
Standard in MONITOR version 7.3.13. 

 FOHN-92ELR9 - When using Phone advising, Advice on SIS waybills by EDI (Unifaun) will no longer be 
addes, since Unifaun adds that information to the shipper. 

Inventory 

 CSIG-8QWGU2 - The orders belonging to the warehouse was not displayed in the PopUp Stock orders in 
the Print Delivery Note (Delivered) procedure. 

 BSAN-8RNCC6 - News: A table for delivered Stock orders is added in the Rename Part procedure. 

 JLIN-8XZJY5 - The result could be incorrect if you selected different combinations of warehouses in the 
Requirement Calculation and Run Netting procedures. The correction that is made implies that you 
only can select one or all warehouses in these procedures. This correction only affects systems with the 
supplement Warehouse Management. 

 ÖBRN-8ZLK4H - News: If you have logging on part activated, the system will log when you 
activate/deactivate the setting Purchase/manufacturing on project on the General tab in the Update Part 
– Inventory procedure. 

 KJAN-8ZYEWQ - The procedures Run Netting/ Requirement Calculation combined with the supplement 
Warehouse Management could get delivery dates for stock orders that were before the transaction that 
should create the quantity to deliver. This error could occur if you had the Setting “Date format for periods” 

set on “Date”. 

 JLIN-92AC84 - If you changed Quantity or Delivery period on a purchase order suggestion in the Purchase 
Order Suggestion procedure, a warning about linked requirement was display even if the Setting "Linked 
requirement/supply planning for P-part (Lot-for-lot)" wasn’t activated. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-85JFXL - You got absence for Bank holiday if you used the function "Change schedule" in the 
Recording Terminal procedure when you clocked in the first day after a Bank holiday such as Easter. 
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 JLIN-8RQF3S - You could not report any operations with material blocked for material withdrawal in the 
Recording Terminal procedure. 

 JLÖR-8SSHQY - If you had the Setting "Block for reporting if the part has no standard price?", an empty 
message was displayed when you reported in the Recording Terminal procedure if the conditions for the 
block was fulfilled. 

 JLIN-8X5KEG - An Icon for Present will be displayed in the Attendance List for Employees that has 

recorded IN even if there is an absence forecast registered for the same day.  

 JLIN-8ZSL8G - Period switch did not work if you had changed the time on an ongoing Absence recording. 

 JLIN-8ZTETE - The Setting "Check if balance is negative during reporting?" (M-module) did not work in the 
Recording Terminal procedure, if you had activated material withdrawal when starting operations. 

 JLIN-92EESP - In the Web - TimeCard was the material incorrectly reported if you had made a material 
withdrawal more than once per operation. 

Accounting 

 BKNN-8B9HER - Chinese characters were not exported correctly to Excel from the Report Generator. 

 LREM-8YBCND - If you registered a comment on a Directly registered cost/activity, the comment was not 
displayed if you opened the transaction again. 

 SHYS-8YXKHR - It wasn’t possible to report negative time in the Activity Reporting – Project procedure. 

 KFTM-8Z5CB7 - The procedure Release AutoCoding did not manage CC and CU the same way as if it 
would be a direct AutoCoding. A Coding or AutoAllocation that was periodic was coded as it was a direct 
AutoCoding/AutoAllocation in other procedures. 

 ÖBRN-8Z6KDL - If you in the Chart of Accounts registered an Account in the Account profile for the 
current year and for the Annual fiscal Year, it could be displayed twice in the profile. 

 LREM-8ZED3N - The Project Summary procedure, list type Cost/income classified on Cost type displayed 
the value doubled in the column Budget / Forecast. 

 KFTM-8ZJC29 - If you had blocked Voucher Number Series in the regular Accounting Year it also affected 
the Periodic Statement. 

 SHYS-8ZMJ3F - The target area (the clickable area) was too small on the button Link to the Project 
Summary procedure on the Result tab in the Register Project procedure. 

 KFTM-92EADF - An error message was displayed in the Balance Info procedure if you tried to read a 
Comment on a Voucher. 

 KFTM-92JDZC - The scroll did not follow the rows if you scrolled in the Product groups on the 
sales/purchase accounts in the Product group matrix. 

General Settings 

 FOHN-8ZB8JP - News: With the new Settings "Send error report for e-mail problems during AutoRuns" and 
"E-mail address for error report during AutoRuns" you can select to send e-mail message about missing or 
non-working e-mail addresses to a receiver when you make scheduled AutoRuns. 

Management Accounting 

 BKNN-8ZSL4N - The Price Change Log could not manage Warehouse and Product group at the same time 
as other terms. This caused red posts in the Print Log Ledger even if you had the Coding ID’s correctly 
set. 
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Product Configurator 

 CSIG-8ZSDBP - It wasn’t possible to select Parts with Part numbers that started with the letters Z-Ö in a 
selection group of the type Optional in the Product Configurator. This error could only occur in systems with 
the supplement Product Configurator. 

 JLÖR-8ZVBNB - MONITOR shut down with a program error when importing orders with an invalid 
configuration in the Import EDI Orders procedure. Now the return value will be handled from an invalid 
configuration when importing orders and an error message will be displayed. This error only occurred in 
systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

 CSIG-923HWQ - If you used the Info menu in the Update Configuration Group procedure, MONITOR 
would shut down with a program error. 

 CSIG-92AJAP - Variable values were not transferred to the Production Company when using Customer 
Order Transfer. This error could only occur in systems with adaptation 332 (MONITOR Customer Order 
Transfer with configurator). 

 JLÖR-92BEQ2 - Parts with a quantity formula were calculated time for every Fictitious part that was before 
in the material list in the Preparation procedure. This error could only occur in systems with the 
supplement Product Configurator. 


